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Abstract

Droplet generation in microfluidic devices has emerged as a promising approach for

the design of highly controllable processes in the chemical and pharmaceutical indus-

try. However, droplet generation is still not fully understood due to the complexity of

the underlying physics. In this work, micro-computed tomography is applied to inves-

tigate droplet formation in a circular channel in a co-flow configuration at different

flow conditions (Ca < 0.001). The application of an in-house developed scanning pro-

tocol assisted by comprehensive image processing allows for the time-resolved inves-

tigation of droplet formation. By tracking different droplet parameters (length, radii,

volume, surface, Laplace pressure) the effect of flow conditions on droplet progres-

sion is determined. As characteristic for the squeezing regime, final droplet size was

nearly independent of Ca for higher Ca tested. For lower Ca, the final droplet size

increased with decreasing Ca, which points to the leaking regime that was recently

introduced in the literature.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Process intensification via miniaturization has proven to be a suitable

approach to design safe, sustainable processes in the chemical and phar-

maceutical industry due to high surface to volume ratios, short diffusion

lengths, and excellent mixing behavior. Furthermore, strictly laminar flows

make processes tunable and controllable. Within the wide field of micro

process engineering, segregated flows in small channels, such as bubble,

droplet, and slug flow, have emerged as a major approach. The applica-

tion of droplet flow includes, among others, the synthesis of chemicals

and materials,1-5 kinetic studies,6,7 solvent extraction,8,9 protein

crystallization,10,11 drug discovery12,13 and delivery,14 and cell culture.13

Due to the wide range of applications of droplet flow and bubble

flow in miniaturized equipment also droplet generators and channel

geometry vary according to the application. Common droplet genera-

tion approaches are cross-flow,15 as the T-junction,16-21 where the

continuous phase and dispersed phase meet perpendicularly, flow-

focusing,22-25 where the dispersed phase is elongated by shear forces

imposed by the continuous phase, and the co-flow configuration,26-29

where the dispersed phase is introduced to the continuous phase with

a thin needle that intrudes into the main channel concentrically. Most

microfluidic devices consist of rectangular channels, however, circu-

lar30-34 or even trapezoidal35,36 cross-sections are possible, too.

Despite the variety of geometric configurations, similar break-up

mechanisms can be found for different geometric configurations.37 In

microfluidics, Reynolds number is generally low such that the resulting

flow is strictly laminar.37 Important parameters that affect the droplet

formation and break-up in confined geometries are the capillary
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number Ca, flow rate ratio ϕ, and the generator geometry.19,37-39 In

Equation (1) _Vdis and _Vc are the volume flow rates of the dispersed

(index dis) and the continuous phase (index c). The capillary number,

Equation (2), depends on dynamic viscosity ηc, the mean velocity of

the continuous phase vc, and interfacial tension γ.

ϕ=
_Vdis

_Vc

ð1Þ

Ca=
ηcvc
γ

ð2Þ

Depending on flow conditions, different regimes are distin-

guished. For low Ca (Ca < 0.01) interfacial stresses dominate viscous

stresses and droplet formation takes place in the pressure dominated

squeezing regime.17,20,21,37,40 For higher Ca, viscous forces gain in

importance and lead to droplet break-up according to the dripping or

jetting regime.17,37,38 The squeezing regime is divided into different

stages. In the first stage, called the filling stage, the droplet begins to

grow into the main channel and the continuous phase can bypass the

droplet easily, see Figure 1(a). At the end of the filling stage, the drop-

let obstructs the main channel completely, except for a thin film

between the droplet and the channel wall. In the second stage, the

necking stage, the continuous fluid can no longer bypass the droplet

as easily due to the high flow resistance imposed by the small gap

between droplet and channel wall. This causes the upstream pressure

in the continuous phase to rise and leads to the formation of a neck,

see Figure 1(b).17,21,38,40 As more continuous phase is pushed towards

the emerging droplet the radius of the neck decreases until the drop-

let pinches off due to a Rayleigh-Plateau like instability.23

Findings from the investigation of the mechanisms in the squeez-

ing regime have led to different scaling laws for the prediction of the

resulting droplet size, depending on flow conditions and geometry.

Garstecki et al.17 proposed a simple and widely accepted scaling law

for the prediction of the resulting droplet length ld,det in rectangular

channels with width wc, see Equation (3). The scaling law states that

the resulting dimensionless droplet length solely depends on the flow

rate ratio ϕ and a geometry dependent factor α, which has to be fitted

to experiments.21

ld,det=wc = 1+ α �ϕ ð3Þ

Even in the necking stage, a non-negligible portion of the continu-

ous phase bypasses the emerging droplet/bubble.41,42,40 Recently,

Korczyk et al.18 published a mathematical model taking into account

the flow around the droplet in the necking stage. In the model, the

flow rate of the continuous phase is divided into a proportion

bypassing the emerging droplet _Vb and a proportion contributing to

the necking of the droplet _Vn . _Vb can be obtained from the pressure

balance in Equation (4), where the flow resistance Rb depends on the

length of the emerging droplet.18

γ KF−KBð Þ=Rb
_Vb ð4Þ

The curvature at the front of the droplet KF is assumed to remain

constant whereas the curvature at the rear end of the droplet KB is

affected by _Vn . Equation (4) is modeled through the electric hydraulic

analogy, which results in the model presented in Equation (5).18 The

authors extended the classic understanding of droplet formation by a

new regime, the leaking regime, where the resulting droplet length

F IGURE 1 Evolution of the droplet shape during droplet formation in a co-flow configuration with tracked properties of the continuous
phase (white) and thedispersedphase (light blue). (a) filling stage (b) necking stage. The blue arrow f indicates the flow direction [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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strongly depends on the capillary number Ca for very low Ca.18 In

Equation (5) l�d,det , l
�
fill, and ν�fill are the dimensionless droplet length

after droplet detachment, at the end of the filling stage, and the

dimensionless droplet volume gained in the filling stage.18 β is a geom-

etry dependent coefficient.18

l�d,det = l
�
fill +ϕν�fill 1+

β

ϕCa

� �
ð5Þ

A detailed investigation of droplet formation includes the consid-

eration of the three-dimensionality of the process. By applying micro-

particle image velocimetry (μ-PIV) van Steijn et al.40 demonstrated

that 3D flow in the corners of rectangular channels plays an important

role in droplet break-up. Additionally, the importance of the 3D inter-

face of droplets has already been recognized.37 However, despite the

great achievements in physical understanding of droplet formation

and predicting droplet size in the squeezing regime in the past

decades, the role of the three-dimensionality of droplet formation has

not been cleared sufficiently. Three-dimensional droplet quantities are

mostly derived from 2D photographs, applying theoretical methods,43

as a noninvasive 3D imaging approach is missing.

In this work, we tie in with this research gap and apply X-ray

based micro-computed tomography (μ-CT) for the investigation of

droplet formation in circular capillaries. X-ray based μ-CT is a noninva-

sive measurement technique allowing high spatial resolutions (<10

μm) and overcoming the challenges related to optical imaging.44

Despite the wide use of tomographic imaging in the fields of chemical

engineering and process engineering,45-51 the extension to mini- and

microfluidics is an innovative approach.44 One major challenge in

using X-ray based tomographic imaging for dynamic processes in

micro process engineering is the limited temporal resolution, which

can range from a few minutes to several hours. In this work, this is

met by the application of an in-house developed scanning protocol

and postprocessing routine, called the multiple-select method, for

time-resolved 3D imaging of periodic droplet generation. Hence, tem-

poral resolution is enhanced significantly (≈ 0.05 s). This allows for

the tracking of different 3D droplet quantities, such as volume and

surface, over time.

2 | METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 | Experimental setup

Water droplets are generated in silicone oil using a co-flow configura-

tion, as shown in Figure 2(b). A polymer cannula (polyurethane,

di = 800 μm, do = 1100 μm) is inserted into a polymer tube (fluorinated

ethylene propylene (FEP), di ≈ 1580 μm). The cannula is fixed with a

T-junction, which allows introducing the dispersed phase (index dis)

through the bottom inlet and the continuous phase (index c) through

the side inlet. Here, the outlet of the cannula is not centered inside

the tube but is inclined to the tube wall, such that the set-up is not

axisymmetrical. The asymmetry of the set-up can be expressed in

terms of the distance between the center of the cannula and the cen-

ter of the tube at the height of the cannula outlet and is in the range

of 0.23 mm (run O) and 0.13 mm (run R). X-ray projection images are

acquired in the Bruker Skyscan 1275 μ-CT scanner (RJL Micro & Ana-

lytic GmbH, Karlsdorf Neuthart, Germany). The flow generator is

mounted onto the sample stage that is placed between the X-ray

source (100 W, 20 kV-100 kV) and the distortion-free 3Mp flat panel

detector (1,944 x 1,536 pixels),52 see Figure 2(a). The spatial resolu-

tion obtained with this setup is 12 μm. For tomographic imaging, a set

of projection images from different angular positions, covering a range

of at least 180�, is required to enable reconstruction to 3D data. This

can be realized by using multiple scanners that acquire projection

images at different angular positions simultaneously. However, in this

work another approach is chosen that can be easily applied in a com-

mercially available CT scanner. Thereby, the sample stage is rotated

by 0.25� after the acquisition of each projection image until a range of

224� is covered. Pumps for water (BlueShadow Pump 40P, KNAUER

Wissenschaftliche Geräte GmbH, Berlin, Germany) and silicone oil

(Syrdos Precision Syringe Dosing Device, HiTec Zang GmbH,

Herzogenrath Germany) are placed outside the μ-CT scanner and con-

nected to the droplet generator via FEP-tubes. The pumps were cali-

brated before the experiment and the total adjusted flow rate was

measured multiple times gravimetrically during each experiment to

eliminate errors.

In each experiment, the flow of the continuous phase is started

before the flow of the dispersed phase to ensure complete wetting of

the inner tube wall for all experiments. Additionally, silicone oil and

water are equilibrated for >24 h before the experiment. To test the

effect of viscosity of the continuous phase on droplet generation dif-

ferent silicone oils (PDMS-1cSt, PDMS-5cSt, PDMS-10cSt, ELBESIL-

Öle B, L. Böwing GmbH, Hofheim, Germany) are used. Flow rate ratio

ϕ= _Vdis= _Vc is varied between 0.667 and 1.5 with a total volume flow

rate held constant at 0.5 mLmin−1. The experimental conditions are

summarized in Table 1. Experiments are conducted twice to ensure

F IGURE 2 Schematic of the experimental setup. (a) Overview of
experimental setup mounted into the Skyscan 1275. (b) Schematic of
the droplet generation device in the co-flow configuration [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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reproducibility. Between the experimental runs it was necessary to

update the flat field correction. The flatfield correction calibrates the

background image and must be updated regularly to avoid poor imag-

ing results. However, dismounting and reinstallation of the droplet

generator were necessary to update the flat field correction. There-

fore, the configuration of the two different experimental runs (inclina-

tion of the whole setup, the relative position between cannula and

tube) varies slightly. Consequently, the different experimental runs

are marked with O (original run) and R (reproduction run).

Properties of the silicone oils are measured before the experi-

ments using a tensiometer (K10ST, A.KRÜSS Optronic GmbH, Ham-

burg, Germany) for the determination of the surface tension and a

rotational viscometer (HAAKE MARS 60 Rheometer, Thermo Fisher

Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA USA) for the determination of viscosity

(Table 2). These experiments are done in triplets to ensure

reproducibility.

2.2 | Scanning protocol and postprocessing

Originally, the temporal resolution of tomographic imaging is low as a

whole set of projection images is required for the reconstruction of

2D projections to a 3D data set. This limits the application of com-

puted tomography to static or very slow problems. Movement of the

sample is highly undesirable as it leads to perturbations in the

resulting 3D images, called movement artifacts. In this work, we pre-

sent a methodology to make tomographic imaging applicable to the

investigation of droplet generation in the squeezing and leaking

regime. Droplet generation is highly reproducible in these stages.

Therefore, the droplet undergoes the same states during droplet for-

mation again and again. Hereby, we define a droplet state as a certain

length that the droplet has during its generation process. This is used

for the so-called multiple-select method that is based on the

postacquisition synchronization approach, which is also utilized in bio-

medical imaging.53-55 The multiple-select method for the time-

resolved imaging of droplet generation is depicted in Figure 3(a)

schematically. For each angular position, 65 X-ray projections are

acquired at a frequency of f≈ 5.45 Hz (1). This should result in a set of

65 projection images per angular position, each showing the droplet

with a different length, hence in a different state. Conversely, for a

given droplet length ld one X-ray projection showing the droplet

approximately in the defined stage (length ld) should exist in every set

of 65 projection images. Therefore, the second step of the multiple-

select method (2) consists of the selection of one out of 65 X-ray pro-

jections that represents best the droplet with the defined length ld for

every angular position. This results in a data set showing the droplet

with approximately the same length for every angular position (3).

This data set is reconstructed to a 3D data set using commercially

available reconstruction software NRecon (Bruker, Billerica, MA) (4).

By repeating this for different droplet lengths ld time-resolved CT data

is obtained.

For the selection of the appropriate projection for each angular

position (step (2)), the projections are segmented using a pretrained

convolutional neural network (CNN), the vgg16 net.56 The vgg16 is

chosen as it is a good compromise between accuracy and computa-

tion speed.57 It consists of 16 weight layers and applies small con-

volutional filters (3 x 3).56 The vgg16 net is pretrained with the

ILSVRC-2012 dataset, 1.3 M training images respectively, and was the

winner of the ImageNet Challenge 2014.56 It was adjusted to the seg-

mentation of droplets by training it with own training data in

MATLAB. Original training data consist of 180 X-ray projection

images and photographs showing droplets during droplet generation

in the co-flow configuration. This data set was artificially enlarged in

MATLAB by scaling, rotating, shearing, mirroring, and translating the

original data set, which results in a larger final training set. The net

proofed to be robust and accurate when testing on validation data. In

test projection images, 97% of the pixels were assigned to either

water, oil, cannula, tube, or background correctly. After segmentation,

droplet lengths could be easily determined by applying the built-in

MATLAB function regionprops. Figure 3(b) exemplarily shows a seg-

mentation result for one X-ray projection with droplet length ld found

by regionprops.

The reconstructed data sets consist of gray-value voxels, the 3D

equivalent of pixels, see Figure 3(c). These voxels need to be assigned

to either water, oil, cannula, tube, or background according to their

gray values. The segmentation is, again, done with a pretrained vgg16

net, that was adjusted to the segmentation task by training in

MATLAB in the same manner as described before.

In this work, different droplet quantities are tracked, see Figure 1.

These quantities can be divided into volumes, surfaces, and lengths/diam-

eters. Volumes are obtained by summing voxels assigned to the desired

phase and multiplying with (isotropic edge length = 12 μm)3.

TABLE 1 Overview of experiments
conducted in this work. Experiments are
conducted with different silicone oils (oil
ID) as the continuous phase and
deionized water as the dispersed phase

Oil ID ϕ Range of Ca number Range of Re number

PDMS-1cSt 1.5 / 1 / 0.667 4.7 × 10−5 – 7.0 × 10−5 2.3–3.4

PDMS-5cSt 1.5 / 1 / 0.667 2.5 × 10−5 - 3.8 × 10−4 0.5–0.8

PDMS-10cSt 1.5 / 1 / 0.667 5.7 × 10−4 - 8.6 × 10−4 0.3–0.4

TABLE 2 Properties of silicone oils used as the continuous phase.
The interfacial tension γ is measured against deionized water.
Measurements are carried out at ambient conditions (Ta = 21.5 ± 1 C)

Oil ID ηc / mPas γ / mNm ρc / kg m−3

PDMS-1cSt 0.96 34.7 814.8

PDMS-5cSt 4.50 30 901.6

PDMS-10cSt 9.37 27.7 923.9
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The local droplet radii rx are calculated using the cross-sectional area

Across (see Figure 1(a)) at discrete positions in flow direction

according to Equation (6). The concrete value of Across at each dis-

crete position is obtained by summing all voxels that are assigned to

the dispersed phase at the discrete position and multiplying with

(isotropic edge length = 12 μm)2.

dx =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Across �4π

r
ð6Þ

For the calculation of the PDMS/water surface area, the droplet

is approximated as a stack of truncated cones with a height of 12 μm

(spatial resolution), whose shell surfaces can be calculated easily. The

diameters of the truncated cones are the diameters of two neighbor-

ing cross-sections with area Across.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Analysis of droplet generation

3D representations of the forming droplets for three different experi-

mental conditions (Ca, ϕ) are given in Figure 4. For each flow condi-

tion, the droplet is shown at the beginning of the formation cycle

(t = 0 s), at t ≈ 0.8 s and shortly before pinch-off. For Ca=7 �10−5 and

ϕ=0:67 (middle), the droplet slowly grows in flow direction until it

pinches off after t≈ 1.17 s. As expected for a low flow rate ratio ϕ,

the resulting droplet is relatively small but droplet spacing is large.

For higher ϕ (bottom row in Figure 4), the resulting droplets are

larger and droplet spacing is shorter, as already reported in the liter-

ature.17,37,39 Additionally, the droplet evolves faster. At t≈0:8 s, the

droplet is not only larger but also pushed further into downstream

direction for ϕ=1:5 than for ϕ=0:67, which results in a smaller neck

radius at the same time. This leads to a shorter formation cycle for

higher ϕ as the droplet is expected to pinch-off when a critical mini-

mum neck

radius is reached.20,21,38,40 For ϕ=0:67 and Ca=8:6 �10−4 (top

row in Figure 4), the resulting droplet volume is smaller compared to

the droplet resulting from ϕ=0:67 and Ca =7 �10−5

(middle row in Figure 4). As can be seen from the figure, the drop-

let evolves a little more in flow direction than in radial direction. At

t≈0:8s the droplet in the top row of Figure 4 (high Ca) is pushed fur-

ther in the downstream direction than the droplet in the middle row

of Figure 4 (lower Ca) although the droplet has not reached its maxi-

mum radial extension yet. This leads to earlier pinch-off, which

explains the smaller resulting volume for higher Ca. The qualitatively

observed dependency between capillary number and final droplet vol-

ume supports the existence of a leaking regime.18

F IGURE 3 (a) Principle of the multiple-select method. Multiple projection images (1) are acquired at each angular position (range 0�–224�).
For each angular position, one projection image is selected that represents best the desired droplet state (2), defined by the droplet lengthld. The
final projection set (3) is reconstructed to a 3D volume (4). (b) Segmentation of X-ray projections using CNN and extraction of droplet length.
(c) Visualization of reconstructed data (configuration O,ϕ = 1.5, PDMS-1cSt) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 4 gives an excellent qualitative impression of how droplets

evolve under different circumstances. For a deeper understanding of

droplet evolution in the filling and necking stage, different droplet

quantities are discussed in the following sections.

3.2 | Evolution of droplet parameters over time

Figure 5(a)–(f ) show the evolution of different droplet quantities for

the different experimental conditions over time. Figure 5(a) shows the

volume of the emerging water droplet Vd(t). As can be seen in the

figure, droplets have positive volumes at t=0s for all experimental

conditions, which means that the droplet interface does not retract

into the cannula after pinch-off. Then, the volume increases linearly

over time. The flow rates calculated from the slopes of each curve

approximate the volume flow rates of water that were adjusted at the

pump (0.2 mLmin−1, 0.25mLmin−1, 0.3 mLmin−1) with an average

error < 2.7%.

The remaining droplet parameters that are shown in Figure 5(b)–

(f) are considered separately for the filling stage and the necking

stage. The transition between the filling stage and the necking stage

happens at different times for different flow conditions, as will be

F IGURE 4 3D representation of the evolution of droplets for different flow conditions in the O-configuration. Shown is the qualitative
dependence of droplet evolution on Ca andϕ. Flow direction is marked with f and direction of gravity is marked with g [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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explained later. The vertical lines in Figure 5 mark the range of transi-

tion points with the minimum (dashed line, left), the maximum (dashed

line, right), and the mean (solid line) transition point for the experi-

ments in this work.

In the filling stage, the droplet evolves in the radial and axial direction,

as can be seen from the increase of maximum droplet radius rd,max and

droplet length ld in Figure 5(d),(f). A higher flow rate of the dispersed phase

(associated with higher ϕ) leads to a faster increase of the maximum drop-

let radius rd,max in the filling stage (Figure 5(d)). The plot also shows a

slower increase in rd,max for higher oil viscosities (associated with higher

Ca). Figure 5(e) shows the evolution of the minimum neck radius rn(t). As

during the filling stage no neck has been formed rn(t) corresponds to the

radius directly behind the cannula and grows slowly as the droplet

increases. Thereby, rn(t) is highest for the lowest oil viscosity. For the eval-

uation of the continuous phase, the volume that accumulates behind the

neck Vn(t) and the bypassing volume Vb(t) are considered separately. In the

filling stage, the continuous phase can bypass the droplet easily. Therefore,

the amount of bypassed volume Vb increases linearly (Figure 5(c))

according to the adjusted PDMS volume flow rate, which means inversely

proportional to ϕ. At the same time, almost no volume of the continuous

phase accumulates upstream the droplet, and the necking volume Vn(t)

remains nearly constant, regardless of ϕ or Ca, see Figure 5(b). The increas-

ing blockage of the main channel by the emerging droplet causes the pres-

sure in the continuous phase upstream of the droplet to increase until it

reaches a maximum. This marks the end of the filling stage.

Figure 6 shows the droplet volume at the end of the filling stage

(a) and the time until the end of the filling stage is reached (b). It can

be seen that the filling volume Vfill neither depends on Ca nor ϕ, but

fluctuates around a value of Vfill =2:2�0:36mm3 . As this value is

close to the volume of an ideal sphere Vis =2:1mm3
� �

with radius

dis =1:58mm being the inner radius of the FEP tube, it is assumed that

Vfill is a geometry dependent parameter as already stated in other

work.17,21,37 A constant value of Vfill means that the filling stage does

not affect the resulting droplet size. The duration of the filling stage

tfill increases with 1/ϕ and slightly with Ca.

In the necking stage, the pressure upstream of the droplet

decreases slowly as the droplet is pushed in the downstream direction

by the continuous fluid. The droplet has almost reached its maximum

F IGURE 5 Evolution of (a) droplet volume, (b) necking volume, (c) bypassing volume, (d) maximum droplet radius, (e) minimum neck radius,
and (f) droplet length over time. The vertical lines (-) and (--) mark the transition range between the filling stage and the necking stage. Droplet
images are X-ray projections. The capillary diameter is 1.58 mm (measured in CT) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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radial extension, Figure 5(d), and droplet growth is mainly in the flow

direction. Both effects contribute to an accelerated evolution of droplet

length in the necking stage, Figure 5(f). Thereby, higher flow rate ratios

ϕ lead to a faster evolution of droplet length. This means that a certain

portion of the continuous phase bypasses the droplet, which was also

reported by Korczyk et al.18 Otherwise, if no continuous phase would

bypass the droplet, the tip of the droplet would move forward with a

velocity resulting from the total adjusted volume flow rate. However,

the total volume flow rate is constant in all experiments, hence, no

effect of ϕ would be visible. The blockage of the main channel in the

necking stage causes a rapid increase in the necking volume Vn(t).

Thereby, Vn(t) starts to rise sooner for a higher oil viscosity, which corre-

lates well with the behavior of rd,max. Additionally, the increase in Vn(t) is

sooner for a higher volume flow rate ratio ϕ because higher ϕ leads to

sooner blockage of the main channel. Per definition, the evolution of Vb

and Vn show opposite behavior. Therefore, the increase in Vb(t) deceler-

ates until the evolution of Vb(t) almost stagnates as Vn increases over

time. A lower volume flow rate ratio ϕ leads to later flattening of the

progression of Vb(t). The progressions of Vb and Vn support the observa-

tion and conclusion for the evolution of ld(t) that a certain proportion of

continuous phase bypasses the emerging droplet. In the necking stage,

the minimum neck radius radius rn(t) decreases slowly because the drop-

let is slowly pushed in the downstream direction by the continuous

phase, which causes slow thinning of the neck, Figure 5(e). Eventually,

the rate of neck collapse increases significantly as can be seen from the

sharp decrease rn. This finally leads to the pinch-off of the droplet.

3.3 | Investigation of droplet surface and Laplace
pressure

Figure 7(a) shows the evolution of the water/oil interfacial area Sd over

the droplet volume Vd. At the beginning of the droplet formation cycle,

the surface evolution over volume is equal for all experimental

conditions tested. The droplet shape is not affected by the different flow

conditions (Ca, ϕ). Therefore, it can be assumed that the surface area Sd

evolves in a series of equilibrium states, as already stated by Garstecki

et al.23 In the necking stage (Vd >2:2�0:36mm3 ), Sd is slightly lower

for the lowest oil viscosity tested, where the maximum droplet radius

rd,max evolves quickest and the maximum droplet extension is reached

at the end of the filling stage. Additionally, Figure 7(a) shows that

droplet volumes and droplet surfaces increase to higher values for the

lowest oil viscosity than for the highest oil viscosity.

The Laplace pressure ΔpL can be calculated by Equation (7)58 and

is shown in Figure 7(b).

ΔpL = γ
dSd
dVd

ð7Þ

In the filling stage, the Laplace pressure difference decreases

according to the increase of the droplet extension in radial and axial

direction. ΔpL reaches a minimum, which marks the end of the filling

stage. Generally, the minimum of ΔpL is lower for higher oil viscosities,

thus, higher Ca. In the necking stage, the Laplace pressure difference

increases again as the droplet is pushed in the downstream direction.

ΔpL reaches a local maximum closely before pinch-off. It should be

F IGURE 6 (a) Volume of the droplet at the end of the filling stage.
(b) Time until the end of the filling stage is reached [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 7 (a) Evolution of the droplet surface with droplet
volume. (b) Evolution of Laplace pressure difference over time. (c)
Qualitative evolution ofΔpc over time. In the necking stage,Δ
pcrepresents the change of the pressure difference upstream and
downstream of the droplet in the continuous phase [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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noted that the fluctuations visible for the curves PDMS 1cSt, ϕ = 0.667

result from noise magnification via derivation according to Equation (7).

Under the assumption that the shape of the cap of the droplet

remains constant in the necking stage, dSd
dVd

in Equation (7) is solely

affected by the forming neck. Therefore, under the assumption of a

constant pressure pd in the dispersed phase, the pressure difference

in the continuous phase upstream and downstream of the droplet Δpc
is given by Equation (8).

Δpc = pd−ΔpL ð8Þ

As the pressure of the dispersed phase is not measured in this

work, a constant value pd is assumed for each condition tested. The

values are chosen such that at the end of one formation cycle

Δpc equals zero. This leads to the qualitative evolution of Δpc in the

necking stage depicted in Figure 7(c). It qualitatively shows that after

reaching a maximum, which marks the end of the filling stage, Δpc
decreases until pinch-off. As shown in Figure 7(c) the pressure fluctua-

tions in the continuous phase in one droplet formation cycle are in the

range of 9.7–33.4 Pa. Additionally, they are slightly stronger for lower

oil viscosities (lower Ca), which confirms findings by Abate et al.16

3.4 | Analysis of final droplet volume Vd,det

Figure 8 shows the volume of the detached droplets Vd,det over Ca

and for the different flow rate ratios ϕ. The values given in the figure

are the mean values of Vd,det. They are obtained by averaging the vol-

ume of a droplet at different times after droplet detachment. The

error of image processing, represented by error bars, is calculated by

the standard deviation (2σ). It is very low, which proofs reproducibil-

ity. The volumes of the detached droplets are higher as ϕ increases.

For the higher capillary numbers tested, the final droplet size is nearly

independent of Ca. This is what typically has been observed in the

squeezing regime.17,37,39 Additionally, Vd,det slightly increases with

decreasing Ca numbers, if Ca is low. This points to the transition from

the squeezing to the leaking regime as reported by Korczyk et al.,18

who described the same Ca-dependence of the length of the

detached droplet for a cross-flow setup.

The experimental results for Vd,det in this work are fitted to the

model of Korczyk et al.18 Therefore, Equation (5) is transformed into its

volume equivalent, Equation (9), where Vfill, VΔn, and β represent

the parameters to be adjusted through the fitting. This

results in Vfill =2:6135�0:31mm3, VΔn =1:1998�0:28mm3, and

β = 3:0125�1:4ð Þ �10−5 (uncertainty of fitted parameters 2σ) for the

tested co-flow droplet generation in the 1.58mm capillary. The

resulting curves are given in Figure 8 with solid lines.

Vd,det =Vfill +ϕVΔn 1+
β

ϕCa

� �
ð9Þ

It should be mentioned that the calculated values Vfill, VΔn, and β

show large standard deviations due to the low number of data points.

However, the figure shows that the model of Korczyk et al.18 is suit-

able for the prediction of the qualitative behavior of droplet genera-

tion in a co-flow configuration and circular channels.

3.5 | Investigation of relative leaking strength

Korczyk et al.18 demonstrated that the physics of droplet generation

can be summarized by considering the relative leaking strength η as a

function of Ca and ϕ. Here, η is the ratio of the proportion of continu-

ous phase bypassing the forming droplet _Vb and the proportion of

continuous phase contributing to necking _Vn.
18

η=
_Vb

_Vn

=
Vd,det−Vd,fill

ϕVΔn
=

β
ϕCa

ð10Þ

It can also be described in terms of η = f(Vd,det, Vd,fill, ϕ, VΔn) or by

η = f(β, ϕ, Ca) as shown in Equation (10), where VΔn is the difference

between neck volume closely before pinch-off at pinch-off time tpo

and at the end of the filling stage tfill, see Equation (11).

VΔn =Vn tpoð Þ−Vn tfillð Þ ð11Þ

In this work, Vd,det, Vd,fill, and VΔn can be evaluated directly using

the presented tomography approach, which allows for the calculation

of η = f(Vd,det, Vd,fill, ϕ, VΔn) from experimental data. The results are

presented as points in Figure 9. Additionally, Figure 9 shows the cal-

culated values for η calculated using η= β
ϕ Ca as solid lines for β as

obtained by Korczyk et al.18 (solid) and β obtained by fitting Vd,det in

this work (dashed). It should be pointed out that the calculated values

η in the fitted master curve (dashed line) are not obtained by fitting

Equation (10) to the experimental values for η (dots), but from the fit

F IGURE 8 Volume of resulting droplet over capillary number and
different volume flow rate ratiosϕ= _Vdis= _Vc. The total flow rate is held
constant at 0.5mLmin−1. Solid lines result from fitting of the data to
Equation (9) (Result:Vfill = 2.6135±0.31mm3,VΔn = 1.1998±028mm3,
andβ = (3.0125±1.4 ) �10−5). Error bars represent standard deviations
(2σ) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of Equation (9) to the experimental values of Vd,det, as described in the

previous section.

As can be seen from the experimental data in Figure 9 (dots), the

relative leaking strength is nearly independent of the product Ca � ϕ
for Ca �ϕ> 1 �10−4 with slightly decreasing leaking strengths η for

increasing values of Ca �ϕ. For lower Ca �ϕ (Ca �ϕ<1 �10−4 ) η

increases as Ca �ϕ decreases. This suggests that the droplet genera-

tion regime transitions from the squeezing regime to the leaking

regime as the product Ca �ϕ decreases. This qualitative behavior is

captured by both master curves given in the figure. However, the

master curve obtained from the fitting of β to own experimental data

better represents the experimental values for η at the transition from

squeezing to leaking. Korczyk et al.18 define the transition from the

squeezing regime to the leaking regime for η = 1 at Ca �ϕ= β =7:4 �
10−5�0:3 �10−5 .11 In this work, the transition takes place at a lower

value Ca �ϕ (Ca �ϕ= β = 3:0125�1:4ð Þ �10−5 ). The high value of the

standard deviation in this work results from the small number of data

points. However, the lower value Ca �ϕ compared to the value of

Korczyk et al.18 suggests that in circular channels leaking is less rele-

vant at the same Ca �ϕ compared to rectangular channels and that the

transition from squeezing to leaking takes place at lower Ca �ϕ.
The relative leaking strength can be used to calculate the ratio

between the fluid bypassing the droplet and the total volume flow

rate of the continuous phase by using Equation (12).

_Vb

_Vc

=
1

1
η +1

ð12Þ

From the master curve fitted to own experimental data in the

range 4.7 � 10−5 < Ca � ϕ < 8.6 � 10−4 the proportion of the continu-

ous phase that bypasses the emerging droplet is 37%>
_Vb
_Vc
>3% . As

described previously, leaking is stronger for lower values of Ca �ϕ .

Yao et al.42 reported the ratio
_Vb
_Vc
for a rectangular channel and com-

plete wetting in the range 1.5 �10−4 <Ca �ϕ<6.1 �10−4 . The portion

of bypassing liquid was found to be approximately in the range

25%>
_Vb
_Vc
>11% for the emerging droplet.42 In the same range of

Ca �ϕ, the master curve fitted to own experimental data shows 17%

>Ca �ϕ> 5% for the emerging droplet. The portion of continuous

phase bypassing the droplet is lower by approximately a factor of

two for the circular channel tested in this work compared to the

rectangular channel tested by Yao et al.,42 which supports the thesis

that leaking is less relevant for circular channels. In contrast to cir-

cular channels, the emerging droplet does not cover the cross-

sectional area of a rectangular channel uniformly. As the emerging

droplet aims to minimize energy via surface minimization the cor-

ners of a rectangular channel remain uncovered by the dispersed

phase. The portion of the cross-sectional area for the flow of

bypassing liquid is larger compared to circular tubes, which results

in lower flow resistance. Therefore, the importance of leaking is

lower in circular channels than in rectangular channels, which is

proved in this work.

4 | SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Micro-computed tomography was applied for the investigation of

highly periodic droplet formation in a co-flow needle-in-capillary

arrangement (di ≈ 1.58 mm) at low capillary numbers. Water droplets

were generated in the co-flow configuration with silicone oil as the

continuous phase. A scanning protocol followed by a postprocessing

procedure, the multiple-select method, was developed. By applying

the multiple-select method the temporal resolution for X-ray-based

micro-computed tomography was enhanced to 0.05 s. The time-

resolved 3D data generated using the multiple-select method allowed

for the determination of different droplet quantities (length, diameter,

surface, volume, Laplace pressure difference).

Droplet surfaces were visualized at different stages of formation

and different experimental conditions (capillary number range

4.7 � 10−5 − 8.6 � 10−4, volume flow rate ratio of dispersed to contin-

uous phase from 0.667 to 1.5). The evolution of the filling and necking

stage was investigated in more detail. One important finding is that

the volume at the end of the filling stage is independent of the capil-

lary number and flow rate ratio (Vfill =2:2�0:36mm3 ). Therefore, the

final droplet size is only affected by the underlying physics of the

necking stage.

The analysis of the effect of capillary number and volume flow

rate ratio on the volume of the resulting droplet showed that the final

droplet increases with flow rate ratio and decreases with the capillary

number. This suggests that the leaking regime as presented by

Korczyk et al.18 also applies for the co-flow configuration used in

this work.

A comparison of data presented by Yao et al.42 to own experi-

mental results revealed that the proportion of continuous phase that

bypasses the droplet is approximately reduced by a factor of two,

F IGURE 9 Summary of experimental results in terms ofη = f
(Vd,det, Vd,fill, ϕ, VΔn). Master curve proposed by Korczyk et al.18and
master curve fitted to experimental data withβ = (3.0125 ± 1.4 ) �
10−5. The standard deviation2σ(gray area) indicates the reliability of
the fitted master curve [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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which means that leaking is less relevant in circular channels than in

rectangular channels. Additionally, the transition from squeezing to

leaking was found to be at lower values Ca � ϕ for circular channels

(Ca �ϕ= 3:0125�1:4ð Þ �10−5 ) than for rectangular channels

(Ca �ϕ= 7:4�0:3ð Þ �10−5) as found by Korczyk et al.18

The analysis of the evolution of droplet surface over droplet vol-

ume supports the assumption that droplet evolves in a series of equi-

librium states. The amplitude of pressure fluctuation in the continuous

phase upstream of the emerging droplet was found to be in the range

of 9.7–33.4 Pa. It was found that the fluctuations decrease as the cap-

illary number increases, which is supported by findings in the

literature.16

With this work, we prove the suitability of the presented

methodology for the time-resolved 3D investigation of droplet for-

mation and demonstrated how 3D quantities help to understand

the underlying physics. The presented methodology can be applied

to the investigation of diverse highly periodic processes and is not

limited to circular channels or liquid–liquid flow, but a new training

of CNN might be necessary. Interesting insights are expected from

the extension of recent investigations to gas/liquid flow, where

the compressibility of the gas additionally affects bubble forma-

tion, and droplet or bubble generation in rectangular channels,

where the focus will be on the corner flow. All experimental

results obtained with micro-computed tomography can be used for

accurate validation of 3D numerical simulations performed in a

computational domain obtained from the scans. The combination

of 3D numerical simulation and 3D tomographic imaging will give

further insights into the 3D flow situation during liquid/liquid

droplet formation.

NOTATION

LATIN SYMBOLS

Across area of cross-section (m2)

Ca capillary number

d diameter (m)

f frequency (s−1)

K curvature (m−1)

l length (m)

O original run

p absolute pressure (Pa)

Δpc pressure difference in the continuous phase (Pa)

ΔpL Laplace pressure difference (Pa)

r radius (m)

R reproduction run

Rb flow resistance (Pa s m−3)

S surface (m2)

t time (s)

Ta ambient temperature (K)

v mean velocity (m s−1)

V volume (m3)

_V volume flow rate (m3 s−1)

wc channel width (m)

GREEK LETTERS

α geometry constant

β constant

γ interfacial tension (N m−1)

η relative leaking strength

ηc dynamic viscosity (Pa s)

θ angular position (�)

ρ density (kg m−3)

σ standard deviation (diverse)

ϕ volume flow rate ratio

SUBSCRIPTS

a amplitude

b bypass

B rear of droplet

c continuous phase

d droplet

dis dispersed phase

det detached droplet

fill filling stage

F front of droplet

i inner

is ideal sphere

max maximum

n necking

Δn difference over necking stage

o outer

po pinch-off

x placeholder

* dimensionless
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